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Abstract

In recent times, cloud computing has influenced every sector of life, from managing user database online on the cloud to access it on the cloud makes it more flexible to use. Cloud computing has its own security issues like privacy, integrity, confidentiality and authentication. In order to access data on the cloud Authentication majorly plays a very important role. This paper presents a secure multifactor authentication that can be used for Hospital Inventory access in Virtual Private Cloud. Virtual Private cloud is having the benefit of localization as all the data of cloud are accessible within the organization. To secure Hospital Inventory access in Virtual Private Cloud this paper proposes multifactor authentication technique using Biometric, MAC address via payload. The proposed a multifactor authentication protocol which is also validated by using a validation tool Scyther. The outcomes indicate that the proposed multifactor authentication is a robust technique.
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1. Introduction

Modern healthcare services use new technologies to facilitate various activities of health care. Moving Hospital inventory control to the Virtual Private cloud (VPC) [1] provides the benefits of the cloud by saving time, reducing human errors and providing accessibility from any place within the vicinity. This provides Real time monitoring and connectivity between hospitals and vendors in VPC. This proposed infrastructure connects all components of the logistical and operational chain with real-time inventory accessible simultaneously to both hospital and vendor. Real time monitoring plays critical role in case of shortage of lifesaving medicines and at the time of epidemics. However, usage of cloud computing has its own risk also, unauthorized access to customer and business data, security attacks, data breach as managed by the third party may affect the performance of the overall system.

Fig. 1: Hospital medicine inventory with different supplier/vendors

In Figure 1 a scenario is presented where any physician of any department / Management of hospital can check the Medicine stock status from his desktop system via a cabled net. Doctors, Accountant and management can also check the Expiry date, manufacturer detail and price value of the medicine. The current status of medicine can be easily checked by the doctor whenever the crises arises.

Motivation

Private virtual cloud is considered as safest type of cloud among public and Hybrid cloud, but it is also prone to various types of attacks such as Insider attack, DoS, Data Breach [2], etc. To reduce security challenges of a Cloud based Medicine Inventory System, there is a need to develop a robust, secure system by using number of secure platforms and technologies. The system can just not rely on features provided by the cloud service providers and existing cloud platform.

Key Highlights of this paper:-

Although many multi factor authentication schemes have been developed but there is a need of authentication method which provides more levels of security than existing ones. The proposed multifactor authentication technique uses Biometric, MAC address via payload to secure the system. The proposed multifactor authentication technique has following features:

i) It will not let the attacker to gain access into the system, as it is not possible for the attacker to get all the facts at the same time
ii) Prevents the system from insider attack
iii) Checks the authenticity of the user device also.

This paper has proposed multi factor authentication Protocol, in this Multiple factors said to be true to get access to the system. The verification of the protocol is shown by the Scyther tool.
Organization of the paper

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses various Authentication Techniques with their limitations discusses in existing work. Section 3 describes the proposed authentication. Section 4 includes the verification of the proposed methodology by scytter tool and finally the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Background

Any user who wants to use the services of the cloud has to be authenticated every time. The typical existing authentication techniques used are as follows:

1. Single factor authentication: In this it is easy for the attacker to know the ID and password of the user. The single factor authentication system mainly depends on the id- passwords and the system make the data unprotected and attackable.

2. Two factor authentication: As its name implies two factors means two authentication levels are used. As in the case of ATM, user swipes card, then enters a PIN (Personal Identification Number) code for the transaction to be done. Here the attacker must have the user’s ATM card and PIN code to gain access [3].

3. Multi factor authentication: It is a method in which more than one authentication technique is applied. Multi factor has many factors like passwords, fingerprints, smart card, voice, location, etc. Now, if the attackers get any one factor of the listed above he cannot get to the user’s information [3].

4. Single Sign on: To take the benefit of single sign on in the cloud for accessing various service providers, or when accessing multiple services from the same service provider Single Sign-On authentication mechanism is available [5]. It prevents the user to remember many passwords as it helps to decrease the amount of time to type many passwords.

5. Biometric authentication: This type of authentication uses physical (fingerprint, face, iris, ear, retina scan, hands, odor/scent, and voice) and behavioral traits (walking, signature, typing pattern.) [4] Biometric authentication helps in validating legitimate users.

6. Location based authentication: It is a technique of authenticating a user by detecting his particular geographical location (latitude and longitude) [9]. The latitude and longitude are the coordinates of a place on the globe. Hence helps in authenticating the legitimate user.

2.1 Related study

Many research papers related to the cloud authentication domain have been published. Thomas et al [5], has implemented Single Sign on (SSO) mechanism on cloud federation scenario, results showed the proposed approach provides benefits in the reduction of execution time of the user requests when multiple services are accessed from CSPs in the cloud federation.

Amin et al [6] proposed a user authentication with smart card and key agreement protocol for a Telecare medical information system. It uses a cryptographic one way hash function, which achieves security protection on attacks and better complexities with login password change phase. Jiang et al [7] proposed a robust three factor authentication using ECC which provides security properties and from various attacks, preserve user privacy. Saha et al [8] presented the classification of pharmaceuticals to improve the performance of hospital inventory management based on the patient condition. Roy et al [10] proposed a multifactor authentication scheme which takes considerations the effects of various users, media, and environments to check whether the user is legitimate or not.

Tsai et al [11] proposed a scheme by which multiple access can be done from multiple service providers using a single private key only for distributed mobile cloud services environment. Jiang et al [12] talks about the vulnerability attacks on the wireless networks and proposed a two factor authentication protocol using ECC (elliptic curve cryptography). Their scheme achieves the security and usability features.

Nematollahi et al [13] has developed a Multi factor authentication by a combination of OTP (One Time Password), PIN and a speaker biometric through the speech watermarks. The proposed authentication scheme approves security against communication and spoofing attack. Xie, et al [14] proposed an Anonymous Two Factor AKE (Authenticated Key Exchange) protocol scheme that provides security against a number of attacks and supports properties like perfect forward secrecy, untraceability. The protocol messages are short in length and do not require a large number of message flow.

Chandrarak et al [15] proposed a secure anonymous three factor based remote user authentication using ECC that can be used in the multi-server environment. This scheme also provides mutual authentication and session key agreement, and proves it to be efficient in smart card storage cost, communication cost, computation cost and estimated time to the existing schemes. Liu et al[16] proposed a User-Centered Design (UCD) data backup scheme by using multi-factor authentication, in this the user selects a key and it is divided into three shares and the key then is deleted. To regain it has to be combined from where its shares has been stored in the user smart card or in the system. Existing techniques are not able to prevent insider attack and are not able authenticate user device.

3 Proposed multi-factor authentication

To secure the user information while preventing the attackers to gain access is the purpose of the multi-factor authentication as it provides defense in a layered mechanism and it requires the attacker to break levels to get access into the system as shown in Figure 2.

In the proposed work, the user enters the login id and password and the authenticator checks for the same in the database. If it matches, then authenticator checks for the registered Desktop system (MAC Address via Payload) which should send data access request from within the Hospital Boundary. After checking the required MAC Address, at next step the authenticator demands the biometric authentication of the user. By doing so it can be decided whether the user is authorized or not. All the communication that takes place between the Authenticator and user is done by using AES as shown in Figure 3.

Authentication will be given by authenticator when all the conditions are matched. It will work only when all the details stored on the database server in the Virtual Private cloud matches with the detail of the request. Different notations used in building Protocol are shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Notations used</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User</td>
<td>U_{i}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Identity</td>
<td>U_{id}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authenticator</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Password</td>
<td>U_{pw}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biometric Trait</td>
<td>BT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Algorithm: Multifactor Authentication for Virtual Private Cloud.
Input: User Identity, User Password, Mac address (accessed via payload), Biometric Trait of user
Output: Authentication Granted:-Yes / No
Procedure:
Step 1: If Entered Ui = =Stored Ui
Then Match Entered Psw = =Stored Psw
If Outcome is Yes Go To Step 2:
Else Give error message “user detail doesn’t Exist/Match”
Go To Step 4:
Step 2: If System Mac address (accessed via payload) = =stored Mac Address
Then fetch Biometric Trait of user = =Stored Biometric Trait
If Outcome is Yes Go To Step 3:
Else Give error message “user detail doesn’t match”
Go To Step 4:
Step 3: If all parameters match
Then Grant authentication
Else Deny authentication.

Go To Step 4:
Step 4: Quit authentication phase
End Procedure

Once all the factors are true only then accessing is allowed, otherwise access is denied. At the same time, a hacker cannot get all the components at the same time and hence multi factor authentication provides security to the user data.

4. Verification by the Scythe tool

Scythe provides a graphical user interface and can verify protocols with an unbounded or bounded number of sessions. When an attack is found by the tool, it produces an attack graph. All possible protocol claims can be verified through the Scythe on a protocol. It is a pattern refinement algorithm based that gives the brief and to the point representation of (infinite) sets of traces [17][18].
The output of scyther in Figure 4 shows the protocol test results in which the status is ok meaning, there are no attacks within the bound. The use of nonces ensures that the old communications cannot be reused as nonce is an arbitrary number that is used once.

Secret shows the secrecy of the data and confidentiality of the data to the user. Aliveness means that the role in the protocol (I, A) is alive and available at any time. Nisynch stands for Non-injective Synchronization and ensures the successful synchronization between the parties and commitment describes the promise made one party to the other. So from the scyther results it can be concluded that the protocol can withstand attacks like replay attacks, DOS attacks, impersonation attack etc. It also ensures the confidentiality and secrecy.

![Fig. 4: Output for scyther claim test for I and A](image)

As we can see that in figure 5 Automatic claims were verified and no attacks were found within bounds.

![Fig. 5: Verify automatic claim results](image)

### 5. Conclusion

Security is undeniably an important concern for everyone. The data should be protected from being accessed by unauthorized persons; that is why cloud should provide more security to its users. In the proposed work medicine inventory system too needs to be protected from the unauthorized access, theft or alteration of the data on Virtual Private cloud. Multi-factor authentication in medicine inventory control will secure the system by allowing the data on Virtual Private cloud. Multi-factor authentication model based on multipurpose speech watermarking and authentication is found effective for multi-factor authentication systems: a survey which can be used.
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